
By John Carlson
On Thursday, July 28th, Vicky McCarthy, UConn Extension 
Master Gardener Middlesex County Coordinator hosted 
nine boy scouts from Hartford.  They came to the Extension 
Center to fulfill the requirement for earning their Gardening 
Merit Badge.  But there was something intriguing about 
these scouts. All nine of them had arrived in the US in the 
last two to four years from Burma (known as Myanmar in 
most counties). They grew up with garden techniques and 
vegetables significantly different from those we commonly 
exercise and grow in our gardens or purchase at the 
vegetable section in our stores. In Burma, they grow plants 
on a pyramid of soil and irrigate by directing water to flow around the base of the soil pyramids.  Some 
of the more commonly grown and served vegetables grown in Burma are sorrel and hot peppers. 

Vicky, supported by Middlesex CMGA Focus Group 
MGs and Interns, gave the scouts an insight as to what 
master gardeners do and gave them a tour of our model 
community garden, where we identified the vegetables 
growing in the garden and explained how the plants 
were planted and how they are watered with soaker 
hoses.  As the scouts moved around the garden, one 
boy noticed a few Thai Hot peppers. After asking if he 
could pick one and getting approval, he promptly ate it 
without any difficulty whatsoever—it was a 100,000 
scovil units pepper downed without a whimper or tear. 
There is now way this writer could do that without losing 
conscience!  Spicy foods are common in Asian diets. 

We were told that it’s possible some of the foods the scouts (having come from the poorest segment of 
the Burman society) had consumed were even toxic.

Following the tour, Vicky hosted a picnic with grilled 
hot dogs, chips and lots of ice cream. The scouts 
told me they never tasted ice cream before coming 
to the US. They were not adverse to enjoying 
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